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IlJTRODUCTIOlf 
Broadly charncterized distinct:tons between overt · 
behavior pattern of myopic and hyperopic individuals 
have often ., been observed by vision care practi tlon-
era, and occasionally have bee~ remarked upon by 
psychologists, other professionalsland by lay persons~ 1 
The archetypal myope ts seen to tend toward lntro-
version in his interpersonal relationships, is meti-
culous of manner, and is above average in academic 
achievement. 2 'fhe generalized hyperope on the other 
hand, seems to be more extroverted,~~ outgoing.ll direct 
and decisive. He prefers sports and the more active, · · 
less constrictive· pursuits~~ 
Hirsclfand Schapiro3 have attempted to correlate the 
degree of refractive error with prominence of spe-
cific tra:tts scaled by The Guilford-Martin Temper-
ament Test. The table below indicates correlation 
1. Dunbar, Helen Fe, ~~Body, Random House, 
1947, in William R. Baldwin,~~ "So~'le Relationships 
betv1een Ocular, Anthropometric and Refractive Var-
iables in Myopia", Doctoral Thesisl' Indianna Uo 1 1964j 
p .. l_D3., 
2., Baldwin, £E_ .. _ill., p .. l60 .. 
3., Monroe J. Hirsch and :Max Schapero, "The Re-
lationship of Refractive Error and Guilford-Martin 
Temperament 'fest Scores, 11 Am. J ~ Opto and Arch" Am .. 
Acad. Optom., 29(1):32-36, 19.52., 
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2 
coefficients (r} and probability of their occur-
renee (P) at or above tho given values on a chance 
basis, for ten specific traits and refractive state. 
Positive correlation equates high trait score with 
high p9sitive refrative error (hyperopia)o 
TABLE 1 
Correlation Coefficients between refrackive state 
and each of 10 Personality Trait Scores~ 
Trait Correlation 
r P 
s 
T 
D 
c 
_R 
G 
A 
M J•• 
I 
11 
Social Introversion-Extraversionao 
Thinking Introversion-Extraversion 
Depression. o •• o ................ " ..... · •• 
Cycloid d l sposition ...... a .......... .. 
Rha th.ynti a. a ••• " ...... " " .... " .... " .. " •• " 
General Act l vi ty ................... .. 
Ascendance-Submission ............ .. 
Masculin i. t y -B,eminini ty ........... ..... . 
Inferiority Feelings ............... . 
Nervousness ......................... . 
~t- Hirsch and Schapero, ~~ ill• ~ Pe 34a 
-0 .. 10 
- 0.14. 
+0.01 
+0.09 
-4-0.18 
+0.20 
-0.24 
tO.ll 
tO.o6 
-o.o4 
.. 28 
.13 
.. 91 
.33 
.. 05 
.03 
.01 
.. 24 
.52 
.67 
It is apparent that traits R .. G and A are signifi-
cantly correlated at the .05 level. The authors 
interpret ~tha groups as follows: 
Myope: Inhi bi ted dispositi. on and over con-
trol of the emot i ons(Low score in trait R} .. 
Inertness and disinclination for motor ac-
tivity (Low score in trait G) .. 
Soc i al leadership (Hi gh score in trait A) .. 
HYEerope: Happy-go-lucky or carefree dis-
position~ liveliness, impulsiveness (High 
score in trait G).. · 
Social passiveness (Low score in trait A)a4 
. -~ 
I 
' ) 
( 
It is to be noted that the association is slight. 
Any predictive value would 
tion rather than magnitude 
Although the personality and refractive characteris-
tics coprelate ·to some degree, it is as yet unre-
solved as to whether either factor is causative 
for the other.. An ancillary question for those vrho 
would relate perceptl.on to personality characteris-
-- ~ics might be posed thus: If refractive state has 
personality conco~~itants, might there also be mea-
su.rable perceptual correlates that the three condi-
tiona would form a triangle of interreferabili ty.? 
Such a triangle is indicated in Figure 1, page four, 
as a frame of reference for the present discussiono 
The correspondence of refractive and personality 
characteristics forms leg nau of the triangle. Leg 
"b" represents the endeavor to· relate personality 
factors with perceptual response. Clinically such 
measures take the form of the well kno·wn projective 
test;sj) such as Rorschach ink blot and Thematic Appe!'l'-
caption Test.~~ wherein response pos3ibilities are un-
1-i.lnited but classif:ted according to the unconscious 
needs, fears or motivational p~ocesses that are pre-
sumed to influence the response~ Experimental stu-
dies commonly employ blurreq or rap~dly !?resented 
.. 
~' 
' 
I 
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meaningful visual stimuli and analyze the subject's 
report of what was seen as his recognition threshold 
was aporoached. Such studies have demonstrated the 
influence of s everal confounding factors, including 
frequency of prior usage, recency and expec·tancy sets 
and led to controversy as to whether the method allows 
for adequate differentiation between personality 
deter~inants and extraneous influences.5 The sig-
nificance for the present discussion lies in the 
A_.intensi ty and care vd th which a model of perception- · 
personality relationship is currently being constructedo 
l 
visual and 
refractive (optometry, 
characteristics ophthalmology) 
J' 
J 
.. 
' 
t ·l 
r, (:Y ~c) \ 
(b) (psychology, 
perceptual optometry, I 
characteristics education) ! personality ••----------•• characteristics 
(psychology, psychiatry) 
•' 
Figure 1 
Suggested schema of interrelateness between 
personality, refraction and perception . 
' 
Leg 11 cn of the conceptual triangle has been suggested 
but not conclusively establishede It is the purpose 
5o Bernhard Kempler and L1orton Wiener, "Person-
ality and Perception in the Recognition ~lreshold 
Paradigm~ P_sychological Review~ 1963, Vole 70, pp .. 349-
356e In Contemporary '.rheorv ~ Research in Visual 
Perception~ Ralph Norman Haber,ed., lrew York: Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston, 196~, PPo 769-76e · 
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of the present investigators to form and test a single 
hypothesis relevant to the assumption that there 
exists a definable relationship bet\veen refractive 
{and perhaps other ~ visual) parameters and perceptual 
parameterso 
Since refraction, personality and perception are 
obviously related to other factors a s well 1 addition-
al arrows have been dra'vn outward from them. The 
_triangle is then seen as part of a larger mosaic of 
integrated professional interests. Such integration · 
is increasingly apparent at this stage in the devel-
opment of science. The trend is toward . ever more -~ . 
/ ~/ . 
0 
' 
- " 
Few formal hypotheses have been formed regarding an 
association between refractive error and perceptual 
behavior 1 beyond the somewhat vague constructs devel- (r;,') 
oped by, the functional school. Of those theorists~ -~ JL~1: U 
1
/ /J,.,r.,.' !~V 
who talce a functional view of refractive error eti... LP /' I /i ~/p.IW 
ology, some regard myopia as an inwardly centered 
"constriction of the operable space yolumen 6 in an 
I ~·{}! :~ } !tP :~ / V+-tv" '1 1 ~ / ' ·l i\ . • ~. iJ , I 1 r:v ryVF 
" (" wu }1 !V\1 
\ }r}JV s~~~-~; " attempt by the human organism to protect the via-
. -bility of a system subjected to the stress of near-
( 
point activities r'or which man is not equipped by 
his b5_ological inheri tanceo 7 Gesell, noting visual 
development problems around age 7~ states, "Another 
I 
child may overorganize the near visUal domain: unable 
to shift into far, he becomes stranded in the near 
domain and in time he may becorne. a confirmed myopeo u8 
To the present investigators, such concepts as "con-
striction of operable space" and "overorganization of 
the near visual domain" imply or suggest changes by 
the myope in perceptual as well as physiological 
response to the environment.. That is,~~ in addition to 
the supposed "structuringn of accommodation to -effect 
6.. A.l\1,. Skeffington, ncl:tnical Optometry 1n Theory 
·and Practice," Optometric Extension ProgrG.m PostgPaduate 
Courses, Duncan,Oldahoma:OEP Foundation Ince,l967,PoS9o 
7.. Ward Halstead, Director of T.Iedical Psychology» 
University of Chicago.. In S1ceffington, op. ill" · 
BQ Arnold Gesell, Vision, Its Development in the 
Infant and Child, Uev1 York: Pa~B. Roeber, Medical 
Book Depto of Harper & Brothers, 1949, Po 29lo 
' ..
( . 
7 
a neor range of clear and comfortable vision, the my-
ope restricts the distance at whi·ch he is willing to 
attempt an efficient transaction with his visual 
environment, and may in fact view spatial and dis-
tance relationships in a manner significant-ly differ-: 
ent from that of his em.raetropic or hypero·qic fellows. 
The converse might be postulated for the hyperope: 
he would "outwardly centel"'" the meaningful i terns and 
react to them on an 11 out there"basls. 
Such behavioral representations are difficult to 
define satisfactorily and serve only to suggest a 
general style of functioningo However a definitive 
visual-space-utilization model of refractive error, 
if it could be constroucted, would have implio .~tions 
for the researcher, be he nativist or empiricis~ and 
for clinical psychologists, optometrists and others 
who concern themselves with human behavior. 
Preliminary work in establishing such a model must 
be directed toward postulating and demonstrating 
relationships that may be constellated about the more 
qualitative concept described above., One such possi-
bility is that the myope of some long standing will 
err in distance judgements in a direction toward 
himself, _ and the ;hyperope away: : .from himself', · 
as a consequence of their 
8 
and outward centeri.ng tendencies.. This forms the 
hypothesis for the present study. . Specifically to be 
determined is the degree and direction . of localiz :l.ng 
error accompany i.ng varying severiti es of myopia and 
hyperopia and vary i ng phoric states in an otherwise 
homo15en0ous population. Phorias will be evaluated 
separately in order to determine whether the postur-
ing tendency of the eyes influences the distance 
percept. 
. . , . 
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( REVIEW 
Review of authoritative sources fails to reveal any 
major studies relating refractive error to perception, 
Nichols9 states, "Each individual who projects a 
¥refractive error' perceives his space world by se-
lecting a plane or planes, to which he projects his 
i . 1 • . II v_ sua 1mpressions~ However, this conclusion is 
subjectively derived from the O .. E8P .. case typing 
(i..e .. 1%, or B2) and the rotation of pimels of a 
- three-way mirror to obtain minimum apparent distor-
tion of a reflected imageQ 
Handly and Handly~0in an exploratory study of 55 
optometry students, found that both myopes and hyper-
opes tended to underestimate distance in rel\ation 
to emmetropes.. Three tasks were given: l) The 
subject was asked to give quantitative distance esti-
mates·· for two toy railroad cars viewed in a reduction 
tubee 2) S adjusted from memory the positions of 
-
two railroad cars in an adjoining alley so as to 
match the locations of the previously viewed carse 
9.. Ann Sutton lrichols, Optometry 191.!.6 Yearbook_, 
Gopywrite by author, Stockton, Calif .. ;l91i-7, P• Blljj 
10.. Ralph and Barbara Handly, "A Comparative Study 
· of Ametropia and Selected Distance Discrimination 
Tests," Unpublished fifth year thesis, Pacific Uni-
versity)~ College of Optometry, 1968, pp. 5-6.' 
I 
j. 
l 
I 
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lO 
3) ! was allowed to make the aforementioned adjust-
ments by alternately viewing the standar4 1;1nd the 
variable unt:i.l a satisfactory match was obtained. 
The main findings are summarized in Table II. 
·TABLE II 
Mean localization error for m.yopes, hyperopes, 
and emmetro~es under three conditions of viewing 
' 
I 
verbal memory alternate 
estimate settin(S viewi ng sett 
myopes 6.0 11 s:tm:llar to 2.0 11 
n~56 closer I alternate farther . 
viewing -
hyR~34pes L~. 7" : 1 .. 9" II 
closer farther 
emnetropes 2.0 11 II L~ .. 7'' 
n~20 closer farther 
' 
ing 
n numbers are group difi' .. l'he above wa: group diff. 
twice the num- means sir.:. @ [inferred by me·ans sig .. @ 
ber of subject~ myopes tthe good cor- myopes 
because tvw vs .. .. oo~ r elation be- vs .. .025 
dist .. . Judge- hypers. hween memory hypers. 
ments ' (at two 
- --
petting and 
- -diff. dist- myopes ~lternate !my opes 
ances) were vs .. .. oo5 ~iewing for vs. .025 
made per sub- . errnnetr. ~11 subjects. emmetr. ject 
-··· -
-.[eans for m., 
- -
hyp~rs. ~. & e • were !hypers. not 
vs .. .. 05 hot given. vs .. sig. 
emmetr. ~m<"l etr. 
It is noted that the three tasks produced different 
c onstant errors for the subjects as a whole. How-
, 1t bv 
II_ ~{~fe' 
JJ ,\f 
ever, myopes and hyperopes always erred significantly , .J;.!J' {zvti"'wpJ 
v~-v I ,;J 
closer to themselves.. In the verbal case the myopes · ,.0~ )~ 
underestimated to the grentest· d~_gree (significantly ~ : v 
l rrJV1iY' " ~ vv:l 
J 
if',vv 
more than either hyperopes or erametropes) .. In the 
memory and alternatec:viewing settings there was no 
significant difference between myope subjects and 
hyperope subjects. 
.·"\ 
v 
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PROCEDURE 
Fifty-four male optometry students ranging in age 
from twenty to thirty-one (though one was forty) 
were given two distance estimation tasks. Prior 
to testing» the following i nformation was obtained: 
1) Right eye lens correction, 2) Far lateral phoria 
(in stereoscope using Keystone visual skills cards), 
3) Near lateral phoria (also using Keystone cards)e 
The localiz:ing tasks were: 
A} Visual Memory - Subject was seated before 
a laboratory table on which was placed 
a white 8~-"xll" ditto sheet with a hori-
zontal target line reproduced acro.ss the 
middle of the sheeta The sheet was posi-
tioned on a i'' plywood square with molding 
strip glued to the lower edge as indicated 
in Figure 2o 
plywood square 
sheet 
t-----+~--1--- target l:i,ne 
· molding 0 <'-subject 
Figure 2 
Visual memory distance localization - apparatus 
(top view) 
The subject was given a marking pen, told 
to look carefully at the target line to 
0 
judge its distance from him, then close his 
eyes and attempt to touch the l i ne with 
the mar king pen tip. After touchdovm, 
he removed his hand to the sfde, the marked 
sheet was removed and a new one installed. 
Then S was allowed to open eyes and the 
entiri procedure was repeated. A ·card-
board shield was held between S and his 
worJ.~ to guard against inadvertent eye 
opening · durinp, marldng and placemento 
Three such marked sheets were obtained. 
Distances from pen marks to the lines were 
measured and averaged to obtain a mean 
positive · (toward S) or negative (away from 
S) error in relation to the line. 
B) Constant View'ing, Hand 'Obsour~ed - Subject 
was seated at an adjoining lab table, 
positioned in a chin rest and instructed 
to look at a thin cord sttetched horizon- · 
tally across h i s view 2 11 above eye level 
and 13 11 in front of him. ~-" below the cord 
a covered luci te sheet tn thick obscur·ed : · 
all view of the S's table top and the ~'s 
hand and armo Figure 3o 
cord 
sub'U 
Figure 3 
opaque ''lucite 
shield 
Top view of Constant Viewing~ Hand Obscurred 
apparatus 
S was asked t o place his marker pen tip on 
the underside of the lucite shield at a 
point directly under the cord being viewedo 
Experimenter measured the distance from 
the pen mark thus made to a reference mark 
located precisely beneath the cordo As 
in procedure (A), three trials were done and 
an average error obtainedo 
12 
I 
l 
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' TIESULTS 
Subjects were grouped for analysis as follows: 
Myopes - all subjects having an equivalent 
sphere spectacle plane refraction {right eye) in 
excess of -0.50 D 
Hyperopes - all subjects similarly refracting 
in excess of ~0.50 D . 
Emmetropes - subjects refracting .f.0.,50 D to 
-Ou50 D, inclusive 
High myopes - subjects refracting at or in excess 
of -3.00 D 
Low myopes - subjects refracting greater than 
-0.50 but less than -3.00 D 
Esophores - subjects showing less than 4 prism 
diopters of exophoria, or any amount of esophoria, 
at near 
Exophores - subjects showing 4 prism diopters 
or more of exophoria, at near. 
The division between esophoria and exophoria at 4~ 
\ 
is based upon normative data provided by Haynesf7 
Because the population mean is 46 exophoria at near, 
deviation from this value rather than zero is presumed 
to act as a "paranormal" influence if phoria has any 
effect upon distance localization. 
Raw data for all subjects ana ·:given in Table III.~~ 
Po 14~ Scattergrams of localization error for all 
17~ Harold Me Haynes, 11 Simplified Tables of Pacific 
University Clinical :Norms, 11 unpublished clinical 
reference data~ revised 1965o ' 
1
No. I Refractive 
E1•ror 
1 +.7S 
-C:! 
-2. 7s.-
3 
- 4.~0 
4 -3 7s I, 
5 
-"I 21:" 6 
- 5" oo 
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! 11 
-
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-1-2 I _,/A-rt) I() I' 
lL1 fl +- .. . t;"'O 
lili. -+ 2 ,s-o 
TABLE III 
B!! !2!1! 
errors~i±lnea~~~{-)farth 
lTear Eyes-open Visual 
Phoria (.4 } {cm l . M·emo:Mr ( P.l'n l 
3 t:J.s-0 -. s- + :l.-~ 
) e)(.o 1 - ;-'2.~ + o. I 
II ~s-o + 3 I + '1...0 
(){ I -_4L0 +r.o 
J i. so -f:- 3 I "L -+ ().~ 
"l"' ~ ){ 0 
-+ '2..1 J -o.J 
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t;,Y,__ ek._O_ +1.0 +1"2.. 
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J\ e~a +."iS _± /.~ 
--
7 ex~~ 
-. CJ I -#-0./ 
5"" e.;<O 4- 'L cP I -).J,2 
2 exo +2.7 -/, '2-
t/ <!l<.O + o. "?,. -1· (., 
9:Y:1e.IC 0 + CJ , ~ + '1. · 7 
---
·t; e..xo -z.,.O £) ,() 
J '/ e)(CJ - ! , 3_ + CJ.? 
t.J e ;<-o ..... 2 .. ~ I ±' o.~ 
1 e><.o ;I +o,cg + (), ,t:;' 
'I e.X. Q + _3_ . ~ + J.,j 
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I I Y2.. exo + 2.~" 7 +D .. 7 
10 e:so -J,{p o._o 
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5 Y:~.,.e )'(0 + z.. I _+ }. (p 
J 'Z e.l<. 0 -tJ..5' -1- I,"!;, -
Y'l. e~o -l-~'1 - /), '1 
t, ~so +_a,<K - o .. ) 
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15 
subjects for conditions "A" and "B" are plotted in 
Figuras 3 and 4, page 16. IITean localization erro~ 
by group mean is indicated in Figures 5 and 6, 
page 17. Histograms of localization er~or dis-
tribution for each of the above groups . f:or ea.ch 
condition are given in Figures 7 through 22, 
pages 19-26. In addition, pertinent statistics for 
all groups are consolidated in Table IV, page 1:8. 
All groups but the low myopes tended to err nearer 
to themselves, under both viewing conditionse 
However, the hypothesized difference between myopes 
and hyperopes was not demonstratedQ 
An independent observations t test shows 'bhat dif-
ferences between means are significant at the .005 
level for low myopes vs. emmetropes (visual memory) 
and for low myopes vs. hyperopes (constant viewing). 
These diff erences, of course, are opposite to the 
predicted direction and not significant on a two 
tailed basis, but never the less are ·or intereste 
.--., 
I, ) 
t I , 
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Figure 3 
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TABLE IV 
r.:r•Q.:UP Visual M~mO'T'V '!'l!'vAg OnAn lcon"-'t 
~ 
Myope a m c 1mm nearer m ':\ 1nnn nearer 
m: -3.57D $ ':1 11.0 mm $' .. 23.1 mm ., 
n :: 28 
-
-
Hyperope a m ~ 6nnn nearer m ;f' 17mm neare ... 
m 
- -1. 75D t 
"' 17.5 nun t: .. 18.5 mm ~ ... 
n "' 
4 . 
Emmetropes ·m. 'f! 8nnn nearer m ~- 7mni nearer 
m ': -0 .. 05 § : 12.)+ nun ~: : 18 .. 9 mm 
n ·::. 12 
~ 
--~-~--~-~----- -· 
E.xophores m ft 7mm nearer m ~ J.mm nearer . 
-
m ::::: 7 ·4 exo ~ • 10 .. 3 ' ~ ... 2J.l mm .. nun 'ft 
n -:::: 25 
-- .. 
-- --
-
Esophores .- 8nnn ' m ·~ o.o nnn m :It- nearer 
\ 
' 13.4 m - 2.1 eso c nun l ,. .. 22 .. ·7 mm • :~if; 
n -- 19 ... :ll 
' 
. 
Hi gh My opes m ~· 31Th"11 nearer m :' bmm nearer 
m :: -~ .. 92D . ~· :• 10 .. 4 mm s· ~ 21 .. 6 mm 
n ... l 
-
'· Low Myopes m ;:, lmm. far the rm • bmm farther 
m ... -2.,12D. &' ·'I 11 .. 8 nnn :t J' 27,.9 llll11 -.. 
n ': 12 
---~-~---~·-····---·-·· -.. -···-·-··· · · ·~· ··-~-~ .. ----· .. ··-...... - ··-···-·-·· ..--~·-· - ·--··-----·----- - --
' 
' All Subjects m 11 Lfl!1l11 nearer,, m -t: 4mm nearer 
m ~ -2.,10D .... ~ 11o9 mm , "" 22o8 rum -> ...
n ... 44 ... 
ant 
iewing) 
.. 
Figure 7 
Error distribution~ myopes, visual memory 
mean =· lmm. nearer 
~ = 11.0 mm 
n:. 28 · 
Figure 8 
Error distribution, myopes, constant viewing 
Mean = lmm nearer · 
d" = 23 .. 1 mm 
n:: 28 
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Error distribution, hyperopes, visual memory 
Mean : 6 mm nearer 
.. Figure 10 
Error distribution,p hyperopes, constant viewing 
Mean : 17 mm nearer 
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Error distribution, emmetropes, constant viewing 
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Figure 13 
Error Distribution,~~ exophores.~~ visual memory 
Mean ::: 7 nun nearer . 
fl" ~ lOe 3 
n ~ 25 
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Error distribution, exophores, constant viewing 
Mean :: ;'1 mm nearer 
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Error distribution» high rnyopes, constant viewing 
Mean ::. 6 nm1 nearer 
~ w. 21,.6 
n -: 16 
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Erl"or distribution» low :m.yopes.~~ visual memory 
Figure 20 
Error distribution.~~ low myopes., constant viewing 
Mean : 6 mm farther 
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DISCUSSION 
An explanation of the method is in order,. It is 
presumed that the proprioceptive and v·1sual concepts 
of distance will correspond according to the principle 
of reafference (von Holst) 11 wherein the observer's 
movement translates a moving visual array into a 
stable pattern of dimensionality and location,. Held 
and others12 have demonstrated this principle 
in a number of experiments. Harris13 has shown that 
seen position and felt position of the hands tend 
to correspond after a sufficient period of exposure 
./ to visual direction transformation induced by a prism. 
Vision is dominant» with felt position conforming to 
the visual percept~ a phenomenon Harris has termed 
''visual capture. n Thus» whatever the visual percep-
tion of distance in the experimental situatio~, the 
proprioceptive sense may reasonably be expected to 
( transmodally) replicate it. The closed eye visual 
memory procedure was devised to allow for two possi-
bilities: an overt alteration in percept of dis-
tance may obtain in the myope as he views a scene,. 
'The visual memory of the distance would later guide 
llrrvin Rock~ The Nature of Perceptual Adap-
tationy New York: Basic Books» 1%6, PPu 78-80., 
12 
. Richard Held, "Plasticity in Sensory-Mot.or 
Systems~" Scientific American» November~ 1965e 
l3J.!.a.i;.r"i$.p ·~2a,.. cit~; ,,. PPo 114-5., 
.• 
\ 
his localization by felt position. Or a covert ten-
dency to respond in a particular direction may be 
extant in the individual but not demonstrable in a 
situation of continuous visual input. But a "visual 
memory engram" could conceivably "degrade" ·over time 
in the direction of the subject's covert bias., It 
has been classically demonstrated in psychology that 
memory of a story or picture tends to progressively 
degrade with the passage of time, until all that 
remains is a poorly differentiated and stereotyped 
, impression~ If such a degradation from the verid-
ical should occur above, the pen placement would 
28 
be assumed to correspond with the degree and direction 
of the altered visual memory tnat existed at the moment 
of touchdowne It is admitted that no standa~d time 
lapse after eye closure was adhered to» but most 
responses were completed within a period of 2 to 3 
seconds after closure~ 
The narrow range of ages is thought to control .for 
possible variations 1n distance perception that may 
be a function of age. In studies invol ving the sub-
division of a near to far expanse» Harway and Wohlwill14 
report conflicting findings as to constan.oy of 
l4J.,F .. Wohlwill, vtChanges in J:l1.stance Judgements 
,..'I"· 
( 
distance perception a~ a fun.ction of age. Harway 
found increasing accuracy wit~ age from child to 
adult in the accuracy with which distance perspective 
could be subdivided into equal units, while Wohlwill 
reported a distinct tendency toward overconstancy 
in his older subjects. · The experiential factors of 
age are evident • 
. Angle between lines of sight and the ground plane 
was not deemed to be a determin:ing variable, for the 
aforementioned study by Harway showed no significant 
difference in judgements at two different viewing 
heights (angles). 15 However, the chinrest in con-
dition {B) provided a constant lateral distance from 
the viewed cord so that equal linear errors\ttould 
comprise equal percentage errors .. 
As to physical effects of the correcting lenses them-
selves, Borish notes that» n~erspective (due to lens 
correction), especially at nearer points» will be 
influenced since the angle of the rays into the eye 
as a Function of Corrected and Noncorrected Practice", 
Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1964(2), 87-112; 
Nqi. Harway~udgement of Distance in Children and 
. Adults," Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1963(65), 
385-90; In William Epstein, Varieties 2f Perceptual 
Learning, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967g pp" 26)-9~~ , 
16~ .. » Po 264., · 
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is altered. The hyperope will assume objects to be 
closer, while the myope will assume them to be far-
ther away.n16 Thus the direction of perceptual 
"error" intrinsic to the refractive condition will be 
in a direction opposite to that created by the cor-
recting lenses, if the hypothesized direction of 
perceptual error is a fact. The difference in local-
ization between myopes and hyperopes would therefore 
be significant at A lower chance probability level 
than would be indicated by the statistical analysise 
The mean error curves for the two tests (Figure 5) 
are remarkably similar, and they resemble those in 
' \ .· 
the Handly study» except that in the latter, the 
em.metropes occupied the low point. ··. ,· ·Significance 
in the difference between the various means may 
have been masked by the high variance produced by 
the testing methods empl~yed in this study. It is 
clear that future designs in distance localization 
studies should attempt to minimize the variance 
I 
in individual response~ This might be done by 
averaging a larger number of trials for each indi-
vidual (eog~ 10 instead of J)Q A cue reduction 
l6Irvin Borish, Clinical. Refractionj Chicago: 
The Professional Press» 1954P Po 443e 
~I 
,, 
I 
ol 
j ,, 
'J 
•, 
,. 
I 
I 
I 
:." • 
..... 
)1 
tunnel may also be advantageous,- even at the risk t\ ~ l'l~:t ' /'vJ 
of eliminating perceptual interpl~ with the \-\' f 0 .J ·il ~o.b{\i)/ 
Q._ .JO. r ~ c\. ,.J 
. 'Atl..J ~ v'' •" I surroundings which could possibly be a factor /~ ' ~ 
c;;- -J\OV. ~ r ._, \ ~o~'-o ,JG], in altered distance localization in ametropes. (), ... -\'! , 
-t'Jf"'fl t \ 
The apparent reversal in the effect of phorias on 
distance estimation between the two methods may 
be related to eye position, i.e. in the visual 
memory task the eyes were directed downward, while 
in the constant viewing situation the eyes were 
......... 
' directed upward. However the lack of statistical 
significance renders the reversals, like the 
individual trends» suspect • 
·. 
• 
0 
CONCLUSION 
At least a tentative conclusion seems warranted, 
to the effect that refractive status influences 
the perception of distance. However there does 
not appear to be an opposing relationship between 
myopia and hyperopia in this regard. The posses-
sion of either a positive or negative refractive 
error seems to dispose an individual to err toward 
_himself in judgements of distance. The two studies 
· now completed have revealed strikingly simila~ 
·performance in five modes of distance estimation: 
proprioceptive localization under constant viewing bJ~./otv"'V' 1 
\ 
. 11~;J .v ; " 
and visual memory conditions (Bach and Kreidler), ~· I r.-1 
.A'~ IJ..· ,.. ov ( 
verbal estimation, visually guided adjustment from "'. ~~ , ~- Vtt j .· ..... S 
fj\&t~ 1 \ . 1.' '1 I 
visual me!pory, and visually guided adjustment . ~tli'l · 
ov>" 4 
under constant viewing conditions (Handly and Handly) , ~~ <r IJI"'/~ 
,However, the first two methods must. be regarded as .ifl~4 .~j~ ~ 
suggestive rather than conclusive. . · l ift"' ~ ~ ~~ f"'"'~·+f~~~J/ 
Three major directions for further research are . ~·~l,.._ r::"' 
evident at this juncture. t) ~ r... fl . -t t~~~ 
(JI\ OJ,; .. a w tl-"' nf} ., 
1. Further delineation of the visu~l space . ~· J.)-' 'l Jr!,;~~(: 
alteration effects of refractive error» per se. q1! ivfll1 _5 ""' vf{f vtif {oc.r~ iu I J The above studies have defined only one highly r; · vP, !"d. \q"'tr· -~ ~ :t circumscribed element in the, complex pattern of v a l.AP-
d~J):'Vf' 
' tf3 , 
0 
(' 
I 
> 
' 
space perception. 
2. Continued attempts to contrast the perceptual 
qualities of myopes and hyperopes ina manner paral-
leling their personality differences. Such studies 
should select myopic and hyperopic s.ubjects who .::;. 
demonstrate such specific traits as those noted in 
the Hirsch investigationo Appropriate personality 
inventories and competant interpretive personnel 
should be employed e 
-, 3. Determination of the possible effect of . 
I 
-refractive error as a significant parameter within 
the larger sphere of research in visual perceptiong 
- If the refractive status is known to exert an in-
fluence in a particular kind of experiment, it can 
be suitably controlled or allowed for by the\ 
experimenters. 
33 
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